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Editorial

G

reetings and best wishes for
the New Year. Your gift this

year is your last free issue of The
Talking Drum. Twenty-four issues,
free of charge, have been sent t o
you because up to the end of 2004
my research grant covered the
costs. In 2005 the Bartel Arts Trust
responded td our appeal for funds,
and we thank them for their
generous support that, hopefully,
will continue. From 2006 annual
subscriptions will be needed to
recover some of the costs of
production and postage. Please
complete the 2006 Subscription
form on page 19 of this issue, if you
would like to remain on our
mailing list. Remember-the
manager of The Music Index is
quoted saying: "TTD would be a
fine addition to The Music Index, as
it i s a unique voice in the field of
music periodical publishing!'

Do it

now!
In this issue, Jeff Robinson,
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The Talking Drum:
An introduction by Jeff Robinson
The Talking Drum is a publication whose main purpose is t o share 'articles and ideas which promote
intercultural education through music'. This forces what for many music educators is a paradigm shift
where music becomes a means t o an end (intercultural competence) rather than the end itself.
But it is doubtful that any Talking Drum reader would deny that the primary purpose of education
in the musical arts is t o empower students as active music makers, that is, t o equip them with the
skills, I<nowledgeand sensibilities that make i t possible for them t o do the things musicians do, t o
perform and create music. There is no conflict of interests here; rather the acceptance of a proviso,
i.e.. that the musical materials employed t o this end should be selected so as t o optimise intercultural
development. In short, this means engaging students in music-making activities in 'contexts of effort'
whereby they come t o know, t o better understand, appreciate and empathise with the cultures
concerned. So while the activity develops musicianship, it should also serve as an induction into a
new world o f meanings and values, meanings and values 'encoded' in the musical activity but which
also find their expression in other forms. Intercultural education thus requires an integrated arts
approach and there is perhaps no better vehicle for this than Hip Hop as will be demonstrated in the
article "Hip Hop - the way forward for integrated arts education".

The Talking Drum is not an academic journal, rather a resource mostly made up of plans, materials,
activities, and guidelines for enacting intercultural musical arts education. Where articles are
included, they are expected t o have clear practical relevance in relation t o this purpose. It is
therefore a resource devoted more t o answering the question 'how' than the question 'why'.
The following article,"Eurhythmics Reconsidered" might be seen as a departure from this norm,
yet is an important, indeed, necessary one. Musicing'is not likely t o succeed as cultural induction
(and hence achieve any measure of intercultural tompetence) if it does not succeed in purely musical
terms, if the student does not achieve a level of proficiency that makes the context of effort a
context o f satisfying accomplishment. In all cases, this means that the activity must succekd on a
kinesthetic level with all participants firmly 'in the groove'.

Musical arts educators really need t o

understand what kinesthesia (or kinesthetic intelligence) is and why its development in students must
be our primary and ever-present concern.

Eurhythmics Reconsidered
OJeff Robinson, School of Music, University of KwaZulu-Natal

In an article that was published in issue
no. I S (April 2001) - "Eurhythmics for
South Africa" - I attempted to make a
convincing case for a more extensive
use of Eurhythmics in music education
in South African schools. I here revisit
some of the article's key points and
arguments and hopefully give them
greater cogency, drawing on recent
research I've pursued in Cognitive
Science. The editorial in that issue
emphasised that Eurhythmics is ...
the approach that has informed o r been
implicit in nearly all of the
activitieslplans presented in past issues
o f The Talking Drum. It clearly is an
ideal approach t o music education in
southern Africa given that ( I ) our
traditional forms of 'musicing' are by
their nature eurhythmic and (2)
eurhythmics requires no special facilities
o r equipment.

Eurhythmics - which essentially
means 'good rhythm' - is attributed t o
the Swiss theoretician and pedagogue,
Emile Jaques-Dalcroze ( 1865- 1950)
who developed it because of his
concern with the failure of music
education methods of his time t o
adequately develop kinesthesia in
students. The questions of what
kinesthesia is, why it is important and
how it should be developed will be
taken up in due course. But the
question of what motivated Dalcroze
t o develop his 'method' makes i t
apropos t o digress, at least briefly.
Dalcroze was reacting t o his
experiences of music teaching in a
particular socio-historical educational
context informed by a particular
paradigm prevalent in European music
education of that time What should
concern us in 2005 is the extent t o
which that paradigm still prevails,
noticeably so in this country.
I addressed this issue in a
presentation I gave earlier this year at
the annual conference of the South

African Society of Music Teachers
(SASMT) entitled "Improvisation in
Music Education" and I began by
characterising an ideology that I still
see as dominant in the teaching of
many if not most SASMT members. By
ideology, I am speaking of a widely held
set of assumptions, in this case, about
what music education should achieve
and why. In particular I remarked on
the negligible extent t o which
improvisation features in South African
music education, a condition that most
of the conference attendants were not
unwilling t o acknowledge. The rest of
the presentation was mostly devoted t o
making a case for a paradigm shift and
one of the principle arguments I gave in
support of making improvisation more
prominent in music education was a
kinesthetic one.
It has been over a century since
Dalcroze advanced his eurhythmic
approach and despite the ubiquity of
Eurhythmics in music teacher education
programmes, i t somehow has failed t o
findpits way into classrooms and
teaching studios in any significant o r
particularly Dalcrozian way. The same
is largely true with the Orff and Kodaly
approaches.
Dalcroze placed great emphasis on
improvisation, making i t one of the
three primary learning activities in his
method. The reasons for this become
clear when we understand better what
kinesthesia is and why it is arguably the
most essential attribute of a musician.
I t also should become clear how
much more thoroughly kinesthesia is
developed in traditional approaches t o
learning music, particularly in Africa. In
my article "Eurhythmics for South
Africa", I contrasted the aesthetic
approach of Western art music (which
gave rise t o the philosophy of music
education as aesthetic education) and
the strongly kinesthetic approach of

traditional Africa. A common and
patently racist belief is that Africans are
more naturally rhythmic than people of
other races.' The explanation is much
more likely a 'nurture' rather than a
'nature' one. Physical detachment is
regarded as an essential condition t o
the truly aesthetic experiencing of art
(including music) according t o Western
philosophy (and the influence of this is
evident in Western music education).
Exactly the opposite is the case in
African musical traditions where
musical effectiveness must be evidenced
though some form of bodily movement.
A more thorough discussion of this
dualism was presented in the said
article.
What is of concern here is the
unfortunate paradox that so much
music education in Africa lacks the
kinesthetic underpinnings of African
musical traditions. Even more troubling
is the extent t o which children's natural
kinesthetic sense seems t o atrophy
during the school going years because
i t is not actively exercised. I have too
often observed in my university
teaching the same condition that
Dalcroze noted in his time, that is,
students who intellectually understand
music, but who do not really 'feel' i t
and who are rhythmically unstable.
The problem is more pronounced
among the 'classical' players, especially
those with less ensemble-playing
experience. My 'jazz' students fare
much better and there is little doubt as
t o the reasons. The dominant mode of
learning for most of them has been
aural, not notation based. So much if
not most of what they play is based on
heard (externally and then internally)
patterns that have been sufficiently
internalised such that they can be
intuitively accessed when improvising.
The rhythmic dimension i s paramount.
Improvising in a group context further

.

has t o take account o f what others are
playing and all have t o be kinesthetically
in the same groove.
Students whose learning is according
t o conventional methods of classical
based instrumental teaching (except for
the more advanced ones) tend t o count
pulses o r beats represented notationally
and t o conceive of the beat in relation
t o one note value only. Students whose
learning is more aural based and which
includes improvisation more
substantially feel or, better put,
kinesthetically sense not just one pulse
but many, that is, their perception of
rhythm is multimetric This is assisted
in most cases by harmonic rhythm
(chord progressions) which they must
also sense kinesthetically if everything is
t o work. They cannot rely on a score
t o do the work for them.
Most improvisers also require good
'ears' as far as pitch relationships are
concerned, but the paramount element
remains rhythm. A rhythmically exciting
improvisation whose pitches are
harmonically 'out' is far more successful
than a rhythmically feeble but
harmonically concordant one. This is a
key point in support of the contention
that kinesthesia (or bodily-kinesthetic
intelligence according t o Gardner) is
the most essential of musical traits.
But, of course, it is not a trait peculiar
t o jazz musicians. Doing justice t o a
Chopin nocturne arguably requires as
much if not more kinesthesia. And, of
course, many traditional musics and the
way they are learned (aurally) also
demand this sense and help t o refine it
further.
I have been quoted, and stand by
the statement, that if music education
were t o consist of one activity only,
nothing would serve better than a
percussion band, even just a drum
circle, with accompanying singing. In
the next article on Hip Hop, I
introduce The Talking Drum readers t o
Barbatuques (Barbatoosh), a group
from Brazil whose music is almost
entirely comprised of body and mouth
percussion. Both Dalcroze and Orff
would undoubtedly hold up the group

as a superlative realisation of their
educational principles. So also would
they be ecstatic about the well known
British ensemble Stomp which
combines percussion, movement and
visual comedy. Stomp percussion
exploits items not generally thought of
as musical instruments (e.g. dustbin lids,
match boxes and Zippo lighters) and
proves that dynamite music education
can take place without expensive
instruments and facilities. Great ideas
for using the Stomp concept with
students are included, together with
sound and video clips, on their website
at www.stomponline.com

A more comprehensive
understanding of kinesthesia
O n the homepage for the Dalcroze
Society of ~ m e r i c a
kinesthesia
~
is
defined as "the feedback mechanism of
the nervous system which conveys
information between the mind and the
body." The word 'mechanism' is
misleading suggesting something that is
physiologically located and which can
be examined in isolation. More
problematic are the words 'between
mind and the body' which reveal the
persistent tendency of Westerners t o
dichotomise the human self in this way
(which is most often blamed on
Descartes, the 17th century French
philosopher).
The most serious flaw in the
definition is the implicit suggestion that
all actions of the body are directed
from some kind of executive control
centre located in the brain, akin t o the
Central Processing Unit (CPU) of a
computer. The rapidly developing field
of Cognitive Science is clearly proving
that such is not, indeed, cannot be the
case.
Until fairly recently, cognition has
been thought of as brain centered
information processing through
symbolic computation and it is easy t o
see the extent t o which such thinking
informs, even_if unwittingly, the way in
which music education is more than
often approached. In my Music
Education modules at UKZN, as in

workshops I have given, I have
continuously stressed the fundamental
lack of logic in an approach t o teaching
an instrument that introduces the
reading o f notation right from the first
lesson, even though this seems t o be
the status quo. Sinichi Suzuki certainly
realised the illogic of this.
Andy Clark, a leading proponent of
'embodied cognition', stresses that
"intelligence and understanding are
rooted not in the presence and
manipulation of explicit, language-like
data structures (symbols), but in
something more earthy: the tuning of
basic responses t o a real world that
enables an embodied organism t o
sense, act, and s~rvive."~This gives a
clue as t o why cockroaches are so
seemingly superior t o humans in
motor-responsiveness. Their survival
demands this, whereas for humans,
survival has become less and less
dependent on our intuitive, sensory and
physical capabilities with the result that
they have atrophied. Musical
participation demands efficient motor
skills, but music is generally not
considered essential t o survival.
Cockroaches may have quicker
response when it comes t o evading
capture, but their repertoire o f possible
motor responses is obviously limited
and much more goal specific than in
'higher' life forms. However, whatever
the goal o r purpose, efficient motor
response relies on some kind of
internal networking involving multiple
levels of interconnected but largely selfdirected sensorimotor subnetworks. In
more basic life forms, these networks
(or schemata) are mostly if not entirely
'pre-wired'. W i t h humans, many are
innate, but most human motor activity
relies on networks established and
refined through interactions with the
world outside, including the world of
sound.
Clark uses a jigsaw puzzle as a
simple example o f the phenomena he
calls 'action loops'. Anyone who has
done a jigsaw puzzle knows that it is an
activity that relies less on reason than
on the physical manipulation of puzzle

pieces. One's assessment of
potential fit (identifying
candidate pieces) proceeds
from only a rough mental
impression of shape and then
involves physically trying t o fit
the piece, often rotating i t first.
Completing the puzzle thus ...
involves an intricate and iterated
dance in which 'pure thoughi leads
t o actions which in turn change or
simplify the problems confronting
'pure thought'. (p.36)

The above might suggest a
kinesthetic element in doing
jigsaw puzzles. Movement is
necessary but the precise
nature of the movement is of
no real consequence in the
achievement of the goal of
finding a fit and eventually
completing the puzzle. In line
with Gardner's Theory of
Multiple Intelligences4,i t is most
likely 'spatial intelligence' that is
the main determiner of success,
not 'bodily-kinesthetic
intelligence:
Performing music and/or
dance obviously demands
movements that are precise in
terms of such qualities as force,
direction, tension-relaxation,
and release. But they must also
be precise in their timing. Like
doing a puzzle, a musical o r
dance performance is
essentially a sequence of action
loops, but with music and
dance the successful execution
of the sequence is the goal o r
purpose of the activity. There is a
looping between thought and physical
action, but because of the need t o
coordinate all the said qualities of
movement (and most often making it
fit with what others are doing), there is
no possibility of any "pure thought",
that is, conscious reasoning. What
one is feeling (sensing kinesthetically) is
obviously of much greater
consequence than what one is thinking.
The following eurhythmic activity is a
case in point.

As t o 'action loops', the element of
thought in "Catch the Mouse" is, or
should be, minimal for the participants
in the grid. Once they have settled
into the rhythmic groove, there should
be no conscious counting of beats t o
coordinate movements, rather only a
kinesthetic sense o r feeling for
whatever meter is being applied. For
the cat and mouse, the thought element
is greater (so as, for example, t o
attempt deception and evasive
movements) but success is still
dependant on kinesthetically sensing

and anticipating when the grid switches
direction and a new pathway opens.
And this must be sensed even though
one's own movements (chasing, fleeing)
bear no relation t o beat o r meter.
A worthwhile aside is the
recognition that specific aptitudes o r
'intelligences' vary from individual t o
individual and often weakness [n
respect of one is matched by strength
in respect of anather. The most
extreme examples of this are savants,
"persons with various developmental
disorders, including autistic disorder,

(who) have astonishing islands of ability,
brilliance o r talent that stand in stark,
markedly incongruous contrast t o
overall limitations. .. . The extraordinary
skills are always linked with prodigious
memory of a special type exceedingly deep but very, very
narrow."'
In the case of a 'prodigious savant'
"the special skill o r ability is so
outstanding that it would be
spectacular even if it were t o occur in a
non-handicapped person."6 I saw a
documentary7 some years ago on such
an individual who, with no prior
experience o r training, was suddenly
able t o play substantial piano
compositions. Obviously, this required
'prodigious memory', but equally
demanded prodigious kinesthetic
intelligence. What it clearly did not
involve or require was conscious
reasoning o r 'pure thought'. There was
no "presence and manipulation of
explicit, language-like data structures"
as Andy Clark puts it. Then what is it
that had been memorised so
completely? - complete aural
impressions that, without the mediation
of any conscious consideration of
notes, rests, form, tonality, modality, etc.
somehow set in motion the required
physical actions.
From the foregoing discussions and
examples, a more comprehensive
definition of kinesthesia (bodilykinesthetic intelligence) starts to
emerge. It seems clear t o me that
kinesthesia is the presence of structural
'couplings' (networks and subnetworks
of neural connections) within the
embodied mind that make possible
precise, goal directed, physical actions
without conscious reasoning, as when
riding a bicycle for example. Many of
these couplings are innate, perhaps
more than we realise. Perhaps, the
prodigious skill of a savant is possible
because other skill areas are so nonfunctional that they allow a much more
thorough utilisation of innate goalspecific structural couplings o r
schemata.
I am sure that the experience of

'

other music teachers corroborates my
own observation that kinesthetic
development tends not to be gradual
o r incremental. Rather i t suddenly will
surge to a much higher level of
functioning, this because the necessary
neural couplings (schemata) have been
there all along, remaining dormant until
one particular 'action loop' achieves a
'switch-on' and a whole network
suddenly 'lights up' (By George! She's
got it!). Suddenly the student is
keeping good time. O r perhaps the
student is suddenly able t o match
pitches vocally. This too is a kinesthetic
achievement. We could not sing as we
do if each pitch required an explicit
command from an executive control
centre in the brain, instructing the
larynx to achieve the required muscular
contraction or relaxation.
The inevitable conclusion is that the
most fundamental and crucial element
in all kinds of music making is
kinesthesia. Even active listening is
kinesthetic in that the effect of a
particular aural impression is something
that is felt and which the embodied
mind (not just the brain) responds to.
Those who respond to it most
holistically and comprehensively are
those who have experienced analogous
kinesthetic moments in their own
music making. If we accept these
claims, then i t must follow that music
education should give greatest attention
t o kinesthetic development through
eurhythmic activity.
The good news is that it never need
be a case of either-or when i t comes t o
teaching music. Properly planned
eurhythmic activities can integrate all o r
most dimensions of musicianship
including musical literacy, understanding
and appreciation of social meanings,
intercultural awareness and sensitivity,
practical understanding of music theory,
styles, and genres, etc., etc. As the
homepage of the Dalcroze Society of
America emphasises: Eurhythmics
coordinates,"stimulates. develops, and
refines all the capacities we use when
we engage in music: our senses of
hearing, sight, and touch; our faculties of

knowing and reasoning; our ability t o
feel and t o act on our feelings."
Sadly, the development of
musicianship and musicians is not seen
as an educational priority in South
Africa o r in most of the world for that
matter. The music education
profession is thus always on the
lookout for new theories that suggest
music t o have value in extra-musical
ways. The 'Mozart Effect' is perhaps
the best known example of'this.
However, the theory does not make
any real case for music education or for
kinesthetic development, rather for
forms of music therapy. It is mainly
about playing recordings of set types of
music (mostly Mozart) "to reduce
stress, depression, o r anxiety; induce
relaxation o r sleep; activate the body;
and improve memory o r awarene~s".~
Proponents of the Mozart effect claim
improvements in respect of 'listening
disorders, dyslexia, attention deficit
disorder, autism, and other mental and
physical disorders and injuries.' This
does not really make a convincing case
for music in general education. The
claim that has more advocacy value is
that listening t o Mozart improves
spatial intelligence, but the evidence for
this i s still inconclusive and not that
compelling.
More compelling, but by no means
conclusive, was a study1' done by E.
Glenn Schellenberg of the University of
Toronto t o find a causal link between
learning to play and/or sing music and
general intelligence (tested according t o
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children). It was conducted with 144
randomly selected 6-year-olds divided
into four groups, receiving either
"standard" keyboard lessons, Kodily
based voice lessons, drama lessons, or
no lessons." The music lessons did
result in a small but significant increase
in IQ for the kids in the music lessons.
More such research is needed and it
should place greater focus on the
specifics of how the lessons are
transacted. "Standard" keyboard
lessons, according to my experience.
teach musical literacy right from the

first lesson, and vary greatly in the
extent t o which they exercise
kinesthetic as opposed t o logicalmathematical o r spatial intelligence. It
is noteworthy that the greatest
increase in IQ occurred in the group
doing Kodaly based singing lessons.
Kodaly methods are strongly
kinesthetic even where they focus
more on developing relative pitch sense
as opposed to movement based activity.
As emphasised above, singing on pitch
is a primarily kinesthetic affair though
not overtly so.
The upshot is that there is not, as
yet, unequivocal proof of significant
transfer value for participation in
musical activity in the way of significant
improvement in specific school subjects
such as mathematics and science. Over
the years, I have conducted my own
informal, anecdotal research observing
the competence, o r lack thereof, of
skilled musicians in other skill areas,
particularly those where logicalmathematical and linguistic intelligences
are active. I'm sorry t o report that I
have not noted anything that
meaningfully supports a case for
transfer value in respect of those
particular intelligences. But what of
other intelligences some of which are
arguably more crucial in bringing about
optimally self-actualised individuals?
Although there is controversy over
what Emotional lntelligence (EQ)
actually is and consists of, it cannot not
be denied that "the ability t o perceive,
assess and positively influence one's
own and other people's emotions"12 is
a crucial attribute of Maslow's selfactualiser.13 For Maslow, people only
achieve emotional self-actualisation
when they: stop seeing others as means
t o personal ends, that is, as gratifiers o r
thwarters of their needs but, as
persons in their own right; are no
longer preoccupied with what others
do t o or for them, o r what others
think or feel about them; demonstrate
genuine compassion and social
commitment, free of competitiveness
and prejudice; and demonstrate selfdiscipline. The market needs people

strong in maths and science, but society
needs people strong in interpersonal
and intrapersonal competences. And
what learning area more fully exploits
and refines these than the performing
arts?
That which Gardner calls
intrapersonal intelligence warrants
mention in relation t o the crucial
importance of kinesthetic development
in education. lntrapersonal intelligence
is the ability t o "tap into our being who we are, what feelings we have, and
why we are this way", an ability that is
essential to "self-esteem, selfenhancement, and a strength of
character that can be used t o solve
internal problems". l4 Vital t o selfesteem is what we conventionally call
'poise', a state of being marked by
composure, equilibrium and controlled
grace in movement. This kind of selfassuredness has been repeatedly cited
as one of the most important, and
conspicuous outcomes of Eurhythmics.

Kinesthesia, intuition and
improvisation
A key focus in my current research is
the faculty called intuition, what is
popularly defined as instinctive
knowing, that is, knowing something
without having consciously thought of i t
o r having reasoned it out. This usually
implies a realisation o r insight that
suddenly pops into consciousness
seemingly without any cognitive effort.
My concept of intuition is more
complex and comprehensive, based on
the obvious fact that anything that
emerges as conscious thought o r
deliberate action is the result of a great
deal of preconscious cognitive
processing. My theory is that this, in
varying degrees, always involves
schemata (operations) that are
kinesthetic, that is, which are
physiologically localised and that only
minimally, if at all, involve the
manipulation of explicit, data structures
in and by the brain.
If my theory is correct, the case for
educational activity that helps establish,
modify o r activate these schemata is

greatly strengthened. Where the
activity involves 'action loops' that have
t o take account of external factors
(what others are doing, for example),
the case becomes stronger still.
Playing, singing and moving t o music are
the best examples of such activity. The
case becomes even stronger when the
playing, singing o r moving is
spontaneously generated, that is, when
it i s being improvised.
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H I P HOP-the way f o r w a r d f o r integrated
a r t s education
15. It was a well-known Durban M C and
Capoeirista that introduced me t o worlc o f
Barbatuques.
16. To this end, the serious DJs take battery
powered record players into a music shop
they have scouted out and know t o have
stacks of old LPs in cheir basements o r
backrooms that they can buy for a song. O r
they raid their parents' collections.

HIP HOPthe way forward for
integrated arts education
@JeffRobinson, School of Music, University of KwaZulu-Natal

As suggested in the preceding article,
Dalcroze and Orff, if alive today, would
be thrilled with the extent t o which the
principles they advanced are being
superbly realised in contemporary
popular performance genres, Hip-Hop
being foremost in this regard. A t the
same time, they would be dismayed by
the failure of music educators t o bring
these genres into their classrooms in
any significant, hands-on way. The
following article makes a case for Hip
Hop as a paradigm and treasure trove
of ideas for integrated, intercultural arts
programmes in our schools.

What is Hip Hop?
I will not attempt a comprehensive
overview, but will suggest what Hip
Hop's essential nature is and briefly
describe its component expressive
forms. Hopefully, this will help correct
some common misconceptions and
assuage concerns about the
appropriateness of bringing Hip Hop
into the classroom. There is no doubt
that it is alive and well outside the
classroom and that millions of youth
are embracing it worldwide.
Most people outside of Hip Hop,
equate the term with so-called 'rap
music' and their familiarity with this
music, if th.ey have any, is generally
limited t o commercially successful
genres, especially Gangsta Rap. With
its glorification of crime, violence,
machismo, misogyny and materialism
(not to mention i t s profanity) Gangsta
Rap has done Hip Hop a disservice and
blinded many t o the movement's
positive, creative elements and the
possibilities they offer for arts
education. Since the 90s, Gangsta Rap
has acquired a less aggressive, more

pop-friendly vibe, but still with a heavy
accent on gaudy materialism and sexual
predation. These are the 'bling rappers'
(referring t o their opulent gold jewelry)
seen as sell-outs and betrayers of true
Hip Hop by a growing cadre of purists
who fashion this MTV staple as HipPop. The South African genre closest
t o Gangsta Rap is Kwaito, the term
derived from 'Amakwaitos' (gangsters)
and/or 'kwai' (Afrikaans slang for hot).
Kwaito combines R&B and Hip Hop
accented with elements of Reggae and
European 'House' music. Vocals are
sung or rapped over heavy, repetitive
'beats', most often programmed.
Hip Hop is a cultural movement
that began in the early 70s in the south
Bronx (an economically depressed
neighborhood in NewYork City
inhabited mostly by African Americans
and Hispanic Americans). Given these
roots, it is understandable that innercity violence and crime should be
central themes in the 'rhyming' of
rappers o r MCs (emcees) as they
prefer t o be called. But before the
advent of Gangsta Rap, Hip Hop
highlighted these themes without
glorifying them and engaged social and
political issues in much more critical
and poignant ways. This stream has
survived and is reasserting itself in
urban areas around the world. There
;
is a monthly event in Durban,
appropriately called "Bling-Free" that
provides a platform for local artists in
all four of Hip-Hop's principal creative
elements: MCing, DJing,'graf' (graffiti
art) and brealtdancing. Rapidly
assuming status as a fifth element is
'beatboxing' which will get special
mention further along because of its
great possibilities for music education.

MCing (emceeing)
Taken t o mean either 'Master of
Ceremonies' or 'Microphone Controller'
('Mic Checka'), the MC is essentially a
performance poet. What he has t o say
i s important, but no more so than how
he is saying it, almost always against a
strongly rhythmic groove provided by
live musicians, programmed backing
tracks o r a combination of the two.
Good rhyming is paramount but so also
i s the rhythmic placement of rhyming
words and repeated consonants
(alliteration). The best MCs, like good
jazz instrumentalists, employ irregular
phrase lengths and off-beat accentuation
while maintaining an overall formal
structure that jibes with that of the
accompanying music (which is more
than often grooves based on 4 bar
phrases or multiples thereof). The
extent t o which the words combine
into coherent discourses varies, but
there always needs t o be a clear sense
of conceptual or thematic continuity
even when some bit of word-play takes
the rhyming onto a detour. Coherence
is also influenced by the extent t o which
the MC is improvising (extemporising),
what in Hip Hop terms is called
'freestyling'. MCs put their freestyling
skills t o the test in 'MC battles' where
they compete in rounds against
randomly selected opponents. After a
flip of a coin t o see who goes first, one
contestant is given a topic, theme o r
role and a fixed time, generally no more
than a minute, t o extemporise a rhyme
that the opposing contestant has to
respond to in the same amount of time.
For a clearer picture of how this works
rent the D V D o r video of the 2002 film
"Eight Mile" starring MC 'Eminen'.

DJing(deejaying)
A DJ is a musician who is using music
recorded on vinyl LP records to make
music.The gear required are two
turntables, a mixer (that allows carefully
timed switching o r cross-fading from
one turntable t o the other) and a
collection of records with musical
fragments selected by the DJt o be
used as hislher 'breaks'. Finding the
breaks and getting the opposing
records synchronised and variously
manipulated t o achieve specific effects
and musical intentions represent
kinesthetic abilities of the highest order
coupled with a prodigious amount of
musical sensibility. Although certain
aspects and procedures might be
worked out ahead of time (e.g. marking
where the breaks are on the vinyl), the
musical output is generally improvised
and made t o fit the moment,
responding t o and enhancing what else
is going on. One of the most
characteristic techniques is 'scratching'
involving rapidly moving the record
back and forth over a short break or
fragment thereof.

Graf (graffiti art)
For the general public, this is perhaps
the most reviled of the Hip Hop
elements because of the vandalistic and
illegal 'bombing' and 'tagging' that mars
so many walls, road signs and other
surfaces in our urban areas. Most
often this is done with aerosol paint.
Graffiti art is an outgrowth of this but
increasingly is being done legally with
the encouragement of municipalities,
arts organisations, and even some
schools. Whether legal o r illegal, a graf
piece (from 'masterpiece') has clear
artistic intentions and is progressively
becoming recognised as the major
urban art form of the modern era.
Pieces are large murals, usually with
arresting 3-D effects, colour-transitions
and signatures o r other words made
cryptic through the overlapping of
highly stylised letters arranged so as t o
give the piece flow and direction.

Breakdancing
Originally called B-boying or B-Girling,
this is a dynamic and highly athletic style
of dance that has been part of Hip Hop
culture from the start, also having its
origins in the south Bronx of the early
'70s among economically depressed
Black and Hispanic youths. Many
specific moves and styles have become
established as fundamental t o
breakdancing such as popping, locking,
tutting, the toprock, the 6-step, the
Moonwalk, as well as a range of
extremely difficult 'power moves' such
as the headspin, windmill, flare, and
jackhammer. The influence of the
martial arts is clear especially in moves
close t o those of 'capoeira', a Brazilian
martial art with dance-like moves
developed among African slaves in Brazil
as early as the 1.500s.

Capoeira
Capoeira deserves special mention
because of the rapid popularisation of
this form in recent years in countries
the world over and because of its
musical elements. It is the music that
sets the tempo and style for the
'dancers' and it usually consists of a call
and response song (or sung narrative)
accompanied by the berimbau, a onestring, gourd resonated bow originating
from Angola, not dissimilar t o the Zulu
umakhweyana o r Xhosa uhadi The
classic lineup is a row of instruments
called the bateria, made up of three
berimbaus, two pandeiros (tambourines),
a reco-reco (rasp) and an agogo (double
bell). To this is often added a congalike drum called the atabaque,
Capoeira continues t o maintain a close
association with breakdancing and Hip
Hop culture in general.

Beatboxing
Beatboxing is the vocal percussion of
Hip Hop culture where the beatboxers
take over the role of drums and bass
and provide the rhythmic backing for

Mcing. Proficient beatboxers are able
t o replicate (sometimes assisted by
special microphone techniques) a vast
assortment of percussive effects
including vocal 'scratthing' in imitation
of the popular Djing technique. In
most cases these are fitted in with a
steady, repeated backbeat pattern
(common t o rock and related styles) in
imitation of the bass (boom) and snare
(chick) drums.
O f course, there is nothing t o say
that beatboxing techniques cannot be
used t o produce other, more
rhythmically sophisticated grooves o r
used in combination with body
percussion.

Barbatuques
The percussive use of the body and
voice reaches the highest heights in the
work of the incomparable Brazillian
group Barbatuques (Barbatoosh) for
who the whole world of music and
musical groves is open game. Although
they occassionally include some
instruments, 95% of the sounds they
use are body and voice generated.
Rhythmic elements and performance
techniques from the most diverse of
musical cultures are brought together
in ingenous ways and with the most
kinesthetically engaging results.
Mouth percussion is their real forte
and it is often difficult t o believe that
you are not hearing actual drums,
shakers. xylophones, castenets, etc.
Mouth popping, for example, may be
done with actual pitches controlled by
the shape and size of the oral cavity
and sequenced into melodies. Singing
also features, but it wries dramatically
in timbre, style, inflection and song
types, often within the same
composition, and with such specialized
techniques as split-tone o r overtone
singing. Many of the rhythmic grooves
derive from Brazil and other Latin
American countries, but these often
give way to, o r are made t o interlock
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with grooves from other traditions (e.g.
Zulu gumboot. Flamenco, European
'house' beats, 70s funk and fusion, and
so on and so on). They really have t o
be heard t o be believed, but the
methods they employ in building up
complex performance events are
essentially simple and jibe with those
I've set out in the accompanying
teachers guide for putting together
groove-based performance events with
students of all ages. This is a communal
form of music making absolutely in
synch with Hip Hop culture.
I'm only aware of two CDs that
they have done and have heard only
one. It might be a bit difficult t o locate
these but the Internet can help here. A
search inserting 'Barbatuques' as the
string will turn up several sites, but
most are in Portuguese. The C D I've
listened to is called Corpo Do Som
(Body of Sound) and is available
through Amazon.com. Just enter the
title o r 'Barbatuques' in the search
window on their home page.
A key point about Hip Hop.
appropos points made above, is that it
is a cultural movement defined more by
essential principles, an ethos one might
say, that prizes innovation and new
modes of expression.'' This ethos is
most conspicuous in the ever-expanding
variety of musical styles and genres
employed as backings for MCs and DJs.
DJing is especially eclectic in this
regard. Although there are LP records
with beats and breaks produced
especially for DJing,one of the arts of
the true DJ is finding breaks on old
vinyl, not only interesting beats o r
grooves, but melodic fragments, song
lyrics, sound effects, whatever, and taken
from whatever musical tradition, style
o r genre, including 'classical' musicI6.
That turntables, invented for an
obviously different purpose, could be
transformed into the most exciting of
new instrumental resources is
testimony t o the creative spirit of Hip
Hop. In all of its elements,
improvisation is paramount and all .
engage the artist in a profoundly
kinesthetic way. Even the precisely

timed and executed stroke of the graf
artist is kinesthetic given the vagaries of
the medium - spray paint in cans (and
the speed required 'when not doing a
'legal' surface).
Hip Hop is profoundly kinesthetic
because of the everpresent groove
which the artist must interact with in
subtle, creative and highly precise ways,
be it an MC, a DJ,a beatboxer o r a
breakdancer. Making grooves is one of
the most enjoyable and profitable
activities one can attempt with students
and does not require any formal
knowledge or training. What is needed
mostly are participants who can keep
time and have some degree of rhythmic
independence. The initial activities in
the teaching guide that follows really
helps them get the necessary
eurhythmic fundamentals down.

o f time and then a participant has the
choice of passing the downbeat on o r
switching to the second meter by
changing the direction o f the passing
(making sure that the change in direction
is evident t o the one who just passed and
must now receive the downbeat)

While still in the circle, do some
echo percussion at a suitable level of
challenge.
For the less experienced, clap a simple 2
bar rhythm in 414 time which the rest
must echo accurately. Follow straight on
with a new rhythm, which they echo, and
then keep this alternation going in a
clear call and response format. An
important goal is getting them to feel
the accented beats (the downbeats).
without having t o count in between.
You can assess whether this is happening
by giving a 'call' in which you clap on
beat one o f the first bar only, leaving the
other 7 beau silent. Invariably, some o r
many will jump in early with their
'response'.

Idea for the teacherA student generated, groovebased performance event

I have done the following sequence of
activities in a wide range of teaching
contexts, with groups of different sizes,
ages, and musical backgrounds. Time
constraints and the abilities of the
participants concerned will determine
how closely the steps should be
followed.
Begin by doing some basic
eurhythmics t o activate everyone's
kinesthetic intelligence, to get them to
at least keep an even pulse and sense of
where downbeats come. For example,
you might play 'pass the downbeat'.
Everyone forms a circle facing inward

When all are comfortable with this, start
introducing more challenging rhythms
and start adding other body and vocal
percussion, e.g. snapping, stamping,
clicking, mouth popping, and perhaps
even some silent facial gestures (e.g
winking, sticking out the tongue) o r
sweeping movements with the arms.
Anything is possible. Just use
imagination and aim for variety.
You can increase the challenge in a
number o f ways, e.g. a faster tempo.
longer patterns (e.g. over 4 bars), more
challenging rhythms and movements, and
different metres including odd meters.
To help them think representationally
about what they hear, they could give
some responses in rhythm names. e.g.

.

Establish the tempo and meter by

'
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counting, tapping, snapping, nodding o r
whatever and then send the downbeat
out around the circle by turning to the
participant on your left o r right and
clapping on the downbeat (beat one,
usually in a meter o f 4)

Another challenging variation is the
'rhythmic canon' where you give each
new 'call' rhythm at the same time as
the rest are echoing the previous one.

Slhe must then

turn and pass it on by clapping on the
next downbeat. When this is being
done successfully and without speeding

Now comes improvisation, which is
effectively brought in by doing a
'rhythmic rondo'.

up, change the meter when your next

Still in the circle, choose a two o r four

downbeat comes around, fob example.

bar rhythm (athough later other phrase

from 4 to 2 and next time around from

lengths can be attempted) and make

2 to I , then I to '12 if all is going well.

sure all are able t o do it. After each

Two meters can be decided upon ahead

repetition of this rhythmic pattern (the

'A' section that all do 'tutti), each

(a bass ostinato for example) but this
might cause some problems later,
though ones quite easy t o solve.
When the time i s up, everyone
comes back together and each crew
performs their groove with time in
between for discussion and suggestions.
If time permits, they might be given a
short period t o work on improvements
in their respective crews.
With appropriate guidance,
everyone together discusses and
experiments with different ways of
sequencing and combing the different
grooves, eventually arriving at an overall
form that all clearly understand and can
do, and that can be sketched qut on

participant takes a turn at improvising a
response that fits the same phrase
length. The result is rondo form, i.e.A B
A C A D A E A etc.) The level of
challenge should be matched to the
experience of the participants.
Below is a body percussion groove that
is fairly challenging, but which can be
built up gradually, starting from the
bottom up. It physically imitates the
movements of a typical rock drummer.
It should be repeated once (probably
leaving out the 'toms' part on the repeat)
t o form the A section in the rondo. Each
participant, in turn, improvises an
answering phrase after each repetition of
the A section.

Hands Left-right on thighs (toms)
[ Finger snap (cymbal)
Clap (snare drum)
Foot tap (bass drum)
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Now it is time for the participants t o
put together their own grooves.This is
best done in 'crews' of 4 o r 5 each.
Each crew moves off into their own
space (in another room o r outside if
possible) and is given a set time t o work
out a collective groove of their own,
ideally with each participant contributing
something different, but which interlocks
with what others are doing t o produce a
good rhythmic result.
Depending on their experience, this
could use a different meter and even be
polymetric (e.g. 2 against 3). Emphasise
that the groove should be interesting
not only rhythmically but also in terms
of the range and nature of percussive
sounds that are employed (including
ones produced vocally). Also remind
them of the importance of silence
(rests). The contribution of each crew
member might be simple, e.g. one sound
only in a simple but effective rhythmic
pattern, o r more complex (e.g. different
sounds with different rhythms - a
groove on its own like the one above)
They might even choreograph some
movements o r in other ways attend t o
the visual element of their groove. The
Rroove may even include pitched sounds

-
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the board as a memory aid for the final
preparation of a performance event.
The possibilites here are unlimited.
Below are just a few ideas and
suggestions.
One crew's groove is mastered by
another crew o r by everyone and
done together to increase volume
and dramatic effect.
Grooves are combined, perhaps
layering them up, one entering after
the other at set intervals. The idea
here is t o create different textures
of varying density.
Different dynamic levels are tried
out and agreement reached as t o
where, when and how these should
be applied, e.g. gradual versus
sudden changes in dynamic level.
A t agreed times, in the form, soloists
are given the chance t o improvise
over the groove. Perhaps there is
an aspirant MC keen t o do some
freestyling, o r a breakdancer, an
lngoma dancer, a capoeira, o r a
ballerina. Those not otherwise
involved can be doing some simple
repeated movement sequence.
A song can be added and integrated
into the form in any number of ways.

One o r more sections can be added
that are rhythmically free (no
groove o r sense of pulse) and
comprised of sound effects that
create a mood o r just an interesting
texture. This often works well as an
introduction o r interlude.
Sections can follow one another
with no overlapping o r may be
dovetailed in various ways.
There may be dramatic breaks
(pauses) with the next section
starting according t o some agreed
upon cue or after a set number of
silent beats.
Grooves can be constructed that
leave gaps (e.g. ending cleanly on the
downbeat of the last o r second t o
last bar of an 8 bar cycle. The gap
may be left as silence (quite
effective) o r individuals can insert
improvised 'fills'.
Grooves in different meters can
done together with the result that
downbeats move apart and back
together again, e.g. every six beats
in the case of 2 against 3, every
twelve beats with 3 against 4).
With vocal percussion (beatboxing),
it helps if the participants think of
the sounds of percussion
instruments they know (e.g, a
shaker, scraper, friction drum, highhat cymbal, etc.) and work out how
t o best imitate them vocally.
Careful thought must be given t o
how t o end the performance event.
This might be something dramatic
like everyone doing something
forceful in precise unison perhaps
even with a slowing down at the
very end. O r it might be some kind
of layering down with grooves
exiting one after the other until1
only one is left.
Once the details of the form have
been worked out, time should be
allowed for a final rehearsal in order t o
fine-tune the arrangement and get
everyone clear and in synch. All that
remains then is t o find an audience and
perform it.

PASMAE 2005: Maputo, Mozambique
O D r Christopher Klopper, Operations Manager and Pro-tern Secretary General of PASMAE
As the appointed Operations
Manager and Pro-tem Secretary
General o f PASMAE the task of
co-ordinating the 2005
Conference firmly found its
place o n my desk and computer.
The proposals for the
conference jammed the internet
during February 2005 and
besides creating a few computer
hiccups, the communication
channels between the
secretariat and the Conference
organizing Committee seemed
t o be blocl<ed.This necessitated
a couple o f reconnaissance
missions t o Maputo. During
these missions the venue was
chosen, local support was
coerced and logistical details
identified.
The Conference had fifty
delegates travelling t o
Mozambique along with twentyfive daily delegates. Altogether
seventeen African countries
were represented with Brazil,
Australia, Finland and the

United States of America. The
home of the Conference was
lndy Village in Maputo where
we were treated t o a blend p f
Mozambican and Portuguese
cuisine and hospitality.
' Many Mozambicans
attended the opening o f the
conference and we were
exposed t o some local
Mozambican performances
combined with planned
performances by conference
delegates.
Delegates were reminded
at the outset o f the
conference that the approach
adopted by PASMAE is
discursive and that no formal
papers are presented. This is a
characteristic o f PASMAE that
makes the conference a unique
experience of sharing and cooperative learning. The pace at
times was slow because o f the
necessity t o use English and
Portuguese for the local
delegates t o be fully integrated

in the proceedings. This was quite a
challenge and adjustment for many who
had never been exposed t o such
proceedings.
Delegates who traveled t o perform
appeared at an informal concert one
evening. A special vote of thanks must
be made t o lkusasa Lethu (pictured

above) from KwaZulu-Natal who
entertained us with such energy and
vigour.
One afternoon a sightseeing trip
around the city of Maputo was offered.
Delegates eagerly boarded buses that
took us t o the National School of Music
and then t o the ocean. This was an
experience for the
Zambian delegation
who had never seen
the ocean before.
Bottles were filled
with the seawater to
take back home.
Although the day's
weather was rather
miserable it did not
put a damper on the
merriment. After
leaving the shores of
Maputo the group
proceeded t o the fish
market. What a feast
for the eyes of fishes
of all sizes and
colours!

The future of PAS
as expressed by the
outgoing President,
Prof. Meki Nzewi:
The future of PASMAE is predicated on
responsive membership, generating
independent financial resources for the
administration of the Society, and
securing an operational1 Secretarial base
in Africa that boasts reliable modern
communication facilities. The Society
particularly needs a committed
leadership that is driven by the interests
of the continental society, and would not
use PASMAE for self-promotion or ego
play. It may become expedient for the
Society t o run with limited fee-paying o r
contribution motivated membership,
rather than boasting a massive
membership address list that does not
reflect membership concerns in terms of
contributing t o the sustenance of the
Society professionally and financially. The
decision has to be made by the General
Assembly of the Society.
I proffer the following
recommendations for the General
Assembly t o consider, deriving from my
experiences as the President:
PASMAE membership must be
limited t o any committed African o r
incernational music educator or
practitioner who pays an annual
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membership t o be determined by the
General Assembly in an international
currency. PASMAE Executive offered
the contribution of a folk song,
written or on tape, for membership,
but received very little response.
And yet there can be no music
education practitioner in Africa who
can convincingly claim not t o know a
folk song. Should the General
Assembly still opt for the folk song
for membership drive i t is possible
for subsequent PASMAE leadership
t o annotate, edit and publish a
sizeable collection as an incomegenerating venture.
The CllMDA administrative
infrastructure, which is already
functioning with efficient
communication infrastructure and
s a y could be well disposed too
assist the incoming Executive as a
PASMAE administrative and
information dissemination Centre,
considering that CIIMDA, although
operationally independent, is fostered
by PASMAE. The database and
website are already available via
CllMDA administration by CIIMDA.
PASMAE may wish t o divest itself of
the management of the MAT cell

network since CllMDA is already
coordinating MAT cell activities for
the SADAC region of Africa, and
could be empowered t o extend its
networking t o viable MAT cell
activities in other African regions,
without necessarily involving them as
participants in the limited SADC
scope of CllMDA operations. But
MAT cell operations generally will
remain recognized as a PASMAE
structure administered by CIIMDA.
The Talking Drum, published by
Professor Elizabeth Oehrle, should
continue t o serve PASMAE as its
official "voice", while active members
of PASMAE who are involved in MAT
cell activities, and indeed any other
music education practitioners in
Africa and beyond, could as well
network professional experiences
and discourse in the interactive
house newsletter of CIIMDA, Sharing
Practice, which the Administrative
Manager of CllMDA has started.
The first edition is on display.
Committed PASMAE members
should form national Societies, even
if of limited membership, as a
nucleus of motivated professionals
that should be active, and relating
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with the PASMAE Executive t o
foster the objectives of the Society
in respective African countries.
Finally I wish t o tha.nl< Dr Christopher
Klopper and D r Anri Herbst for the
selfless services and support they have
offered t o PASMAE in pursuit of the
Society's initiatives for Africa-sensed
musical arts education. Thanks is due
\
t o Professor Oehrle for continuing to
serve the Society through putting The
Talking Drum at PASMAE's disposal for
publicity concerns. Tiago Langa and his
Maputo Conference Organising
Committee, collaborating with Dr.
Klopper, the pro-tem Secretary
General, have worked hard indeed to
make this conference possible, and on
behalf of the PASMAE community I
wish t o thank them immensely for a
job well done. I thank the entire
"virtual" membership of PASMAE for
the opportunity I have been given t o
serve the Society for two consecutive
terms as President. I have gained
heightened insight into the issues of
contemporary music education in
Africa, and hope that I have made some
worthwhile contribution towards
realizing the objectives of the Society.
As I now definitely stand down, I wish
the Society continued progress, and
remain disposed t o collaborate with its

new Executive in the really difficult
assignment of motivating as well as
steering professionalism and
scholarship orientation in musical arts
education in Africa.
General Assembly
As per constitution of PASMAE a
General Assembly is held during the
conference. This allows for all members
t o hear reports and discuss societal
matters. A resolution was taken that
PASMAE members will now begin t o
pay a membership fee of US$20 for
active members and US$ I 0 for
undergraduate and full-time
postgraduate students. Further
information in this regard will be
communicated through the database
and on the web page of PASMAE, or
contact the following e-mail addresses:
pasmae@up.ac.za
or
ciimda@lantic.net
Elections for Executive Committee

members followed. This resulted in the
following ofice bearers being elected:
President:
Robert Chanunkha (Malawi)
Vice-presidents:
Adeoluwa Okunade (Nigeria)
Tiago Langa (Mozambique)
Sipho Mandlazi (South Africa)
Secretary-General: lrene Soko (Botswana)
Assistant Secretary-General:
Joyce Nyirenda (Zambio)
The in-coming president closed the
4th biannual PASMAE conference saying
that it was a fruitful campaign where
experiences were shared.
He pointed out that the vision of
PASMAE was t o consolidate the
learning culture through initiatives
proposed t o promote Africa's cultural
continuity through education. He also
pointed out that working collectively

and incorporating African musiclarts
practices were beneficial t o Africa, and
stressed that these would be focused
on, thereby promoting Africa's culture.
He reminded the delegates of the
challenges highlighted by Prof. Nzewi as
issues t o be confronted. Finally he
urges delegates to work hard towards
the growth of PASMAE and t o pay
subscriptions newly introduced.
Robert Chanunkha then thanked Dr.
Christopher Klopper for the
tremendous work he had done in
PASMAE and called for him t o be
retained as Operations Manager, which
the delegates applauded t o show their
appreciation and endorsement. Finally
he called th'e members t o collectively
work towards the development of
PASMAE and reach out t o other friends
who may be unaware of the existence
of PASMAE and its goals.

PASMAE NEWS UPDATE #I0

In this update you will be introduced t o
the newly elected office bearers of the
Society, a statement from the President
and information about membership.
PASMAE New Executive (2005-07)
President
Robert Amos Chanunkha, Malawi
rchanunkha@chanco.unima.mw
Vice President
Adeoluwa Okunade, Nigeria
adephony@yahoo.com
Vice President
Tiago Langa, Mozambique
tlanga@tvcabo.co.mz
Vice President
Shipo Mandlazi. South Africa
smandlazi@nel.mpu.gov.za
Secretary General
kine Soko, Botswana
irene@botsnet.bw
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PO. Box 30681, Lusaka, Zambia.
Presidential Statement
Dear Colleagues and Friends,

I hope this message finds you all well.
Also, I hope that those who attended
the Maputo conference are reflecting on
the events that delighted them so much.
Perhaps you have started asking how
PASMAE has contributed to your life o r
what special memories of PASMAE do
you wish to share with music
educators, traditional artists and other
professional musicians within and
beyond your working places.Thanks t o
the work of some of our members who
worked hard in organizing that
conference and t o the various sponsors
for bringing us t o the conference.
The Maputo conference was
oriented towards sustaining and

enhancing the diversity of practice in
music in classroom education and
creative activities on the theme: Music
Education and African Musical Arts
Practices.This orientation gave food for
our minds from an inspiring keynote
address by Dr. Salomao Manhica, paper
presentations, workshops and a
collection of papers. It gave us food for
our souls from the night concert the
Mozambican traditional artists
presented. Also, the conference gave us
food for our stomach from the seafood
resources of the Maputo's Indian
seashores.
The month of August had been very
busy for members of the New
Executive Committee. Dr. Sipho
Mandlazi (Vice President), Irene Soko
(Secretary General), Dr. Christopher
Klopper (Operations Manager) and
myself (with apologies from Tiago Canga
[Vice President1,Adeoluwa Oltunade
[Vice President] and Jocye Nyirenda
[Assistant General Secretary]) had an
official meeting at the Centre for
Indigenous African Instrumental Music
and Dance (CIIMDA) in Pretoria, on
1 1/08/05, together with the former
PASMAE President, Professor Meki
Nzewi. On the same day, we had
another meeting with Professor
Caroline van Niekerk, the former
PASMAE Secretary General. From the
outcome of the two meetings. I can
report that the affairs of our Society are
in excellent hands.
PASMAE has teething problems, one
of which has been inadequate finances
for its operations and book publication.
This cannot give us all confidence about
the future and cannot allow us t o
develop the kinds of services our
members want and need. One service
we can provide i s t o share with our
members examples of good practice in

music in classroom education and
creative activities through website,
newsletters, publications and
conferences. Such sharing is useful t o
professional musicians who work in and
outside schools. I hope that all of us,
friends and other professional musicians
in the continent of Africa - in all nations
including French speaking countries and our Affiliates within and outside
Africa will be eager to join in developing
and consolidating our service within the
vision of PASMAE. Let us speak with
music educators, students, education
authorities, traditional artists and other
professional musicians from all African
countries about the importance of
membership and subscription in our
Society.
PASMAE's value can be identified by
feedback from PASMAE members who
have attended the conferences over the
years and who have many memories
and stories t o share.Therefore, I invite
you t o send your thoughts, your
memories, photographs, anything that
can assist the New Executive
Committee in constructing a
comprehensive story of PASMAE and
one that reflects the membership at
large.
Finally, I ask you to spread the word
to friends and colleagues about our
Society. Consider forming National
Associations in your countriesassociations that will be affiliated t o our
Society. We can achieve our potential as
a continental service organization
(PASMAE) for music in classroom
education and creative activities if we
have the attention and the support of
the professionals who work in the field.
Ours is the Society for mutual benefit
and support, so let us bring as many as
possible into the PASMAE family.
Robert Chanunkha, PASMAE President

Membership
During the conference of PASMAE held
in Maputo, Mozambique, the General
Assembly took the decision t o
introduce membership fees for all.

--

Below is the membership form, which
must be completed by all who are
interested in remaining as members of

have paid their membership will receive
information.
PLEASE NOTE if you do not send a

PASMAE. The current database will
receive news updates till December
2005, where after only members who

'
completed membership form and
payment you will no longer receive the
PASMAE updates.

PASME (Pan-African Society of Musical Arts Education)
Mew Member Application Form
Membership of PASMAE is for all who care about musical arts education and the goals
of the society. By becoming a member, you will have access to the PASMAE e-mail
updates, PASMAE related activities and any discounts applicable at the appointed time.

Section A: Your details
First name:
Last name:
E-mail address:
Phone: Fax:
Postal address:

City:
Postal code:
Countrv:

Section B: Fees

Book review
O

Mothusi Phuthego, University of Botswana

A Handbook of Musical and Other Sound-Producing Instruments
from Namibia and Botswana
Norborg, A.(I 987).Stockholm: Musikmuseets skrifter 13. ISSN 0282 8952

>'

The title of the book suggests an
important point on organology, the
study of musical instruments. Besides
the conventional objects that we know
and can identify as musical instruments,
there are other objects which function
as musical instruments too.These are
objects on which sound is intentionally
produced for desired musical effect.
The book serves as a quick
reference and a guide t o the traditional
African musical instruments found in
Namibia and Botswana.This book
seems t o be relatively unknown to the
readership with a musical training
background in Botswana. One wonders
why this is so as the book is well
researched. Further i t is quite
comprehensive, but it does not claim t o
be complete or definite.
The author presents a detailed
classification of the instruments using a
creative adaptation of the von
Hornbostel and Sachs system of
classification.The consistent format
makes the approach t o describing each
and every instrument covered in the
book uniform.The classification gives
the full description of each instrument
within the ideophones,
membranophones, chordophones and
aerophones families of instruments. In
broad terms under ideophones are the
struck and plucked ideophones; under
membranophones are the struck and
friction drums; under chordophones are
the musical bows, stick zithers, board
zithers, trough zithers, pluriarcs, harps
and lutes; under aerophones are
whirling aerophones, idiophonic

aerophones, flutes, horns and trumpets.
Quite fascinating that under
ideophones are the jingles and the
sistras.The former resemble a kind of
traditional dress whilst the latter
resemble an ornament that enhances
the wearer's appeal, ". ....it should also
be mentioned that ornaments such as
bracelets and leglets, may be used as o r
function as sistra, as they clash together
when the wearer dances" (p 67).
The construction of the instrument
is also quite clear with details of the
material used including measurements
of size, the playing technique and uses.
When possible the author gives the
vernacular names of the instrument. An
example is the frame drums discussed
on page 163 and the jingle-dress
discussed on page 62.
The book abounds with line
drawings of the musical instruments, an
in a few cases, drawings illustrating the
way the instruments are held and their

playing positions. In addition one
discovers the occasions at which the
ensembles perform and the various
instruments in the ensembles. In some
instances;distribution maps of both
Namibia and Botswana are provided t o
assist the reader in visually perceiving
the occurrence and spread of the
instrument across the two countries.
Notes on the orthography of the
languages spoken in Namibia and
Botswana are provided t o assist in the
pronunciation of not only the names of
the musical instruments but also the
words found in the languages of the
ethnic groups among whom the
instruments are found.
While being able t o logically and
convincingly explain the origins of some
names of instruments, the author admits
that the meaning of certain names of
instruments are obscure.This approach
should have been taken in instances
where no positive hint to the origin of
some names of musical instruments was
available.
The author hopes that the book is
used by museum curators, collectors
and others who work with o r are
interested in African music. In addition
ethnomusicologists, music teachers and
their students will benefit. It is a
comprehensive record of musical
instruments that are still found in some
parts of Namibia and Botswana as well
as those that are obsolete o r are
quickly fading into oblivion. It brings
together closely related information
that is otherwise available in different
and scattered sources.
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